February Webinar

Join us in this webinar and meet other new and experienced cuers!

How Cued Speech Supports Language and Literacy Development

February 8, 2022
at 8pm ET

https://us06web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZUud-GtqiwvHtwaU8rN6nt3FVvIlPNJzZWg

Early, consistent, accessible language exposure is critical for both language and literacy development. Language fluency is a critical component for reading success; however, reading is complex and involves multiple cognitive processes which can be supported by Cued Speech. Word decoding/identification is directly supported by cueing. While decoding is necessary for reading success, it is not sufficient to provide access to reading comprehension.

Dr. Donna Moree will present about how cueing supports both language development and multiple cognitive processes which are required for advanced literacy outcomes. The complexities of reading comprehension and the key components required for reading success will be discussed. The use of Cued American English to provide early, consistent access to an accurately modeled language to support the development of language and literacy will be presented.

CLTs and ASL interpreters will be provided.
Contact skeblawi@cuedspeech.org if other accommodations are needed.